The optical and ultra-violet broadband photometric and spectroscopic observations of the Type II supernova (SN) 2016gfy are presented. The V -band light curve (LC) shows a distinct plateau phase with a slope, s 2 ∼ 0.12 mag (100 d) 51 erg s −1 . The P-Cygni profile of H α in the early phase spectra (∼ 11-21 d) shows a boxy emission. Assuming that this profile arises from the interaction of the SN ejecta with the pre-existing circumstellar material (CSM), it is inferred that the progenitor underwent a recent episode (30-80 years prior to the explosion) of enhanced mass loss. Numerical modeling suggests that the early LC peak is reproduced better with an existing CSM of 0.15 M spread out to ∼ 70 AU. A late-plateau bump is seen in the V RI LCs during ∼ 50-95 d. This bump is explained as a result of the CSM interaction and/or partial mixing of radioactive 56 Ni in the SN ejecta. Using strong-line diagnostics, a sub-solar oxygen abundance is estimated for the supernova H II region (12 + log(O/H) = 8.50 ± 0.11), indicating an average metallicity for the host of a Type II SN. A star formation rate of ∼ 8.5 M yr −1 is estimated for NGC 2276 using the archival GALEX FUV data.
1. INTRODUCTION Core-Collapse Supernovae (CCSNe) are the result of gravitational core-collapse in massive stars with Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS) mass 8 M (Heger et al. 2003; Smartt 2009 ). Type II SNe (II-P and II-L) form the segment of CCSNe that display eminent PCygni profiles of hydrogen in their observed spectra (Minkowski 1941; Filippenko 1997) whereas the others belong to the class of stripped envelope SNe. Type II SNe have been a subject of extensive study due to their majority in the class of CCSNe and thus has resulted in unveiling various correlations between the physical paCorresponding author: Avinash Singh avinash21292@gmail.com, avinash.singh@iiap.res.in rameters (Hamuy 2003; Anderson et al. 2014; Spiro et al. 2014; Valenti et al. 2015) .
Type II SNe that retain a large hydrogen envelope at the epoch of explosion show a "plateau" in their light curve and form the most common sub-type, Type II-P SNe . On the other hand, the ones that show a "linear" decline past the maximum light belong to the sub-type, Type II-L SNe (Barbon et al. 1979; Patat et al. 1994; Arcavi et al. 2012) . The plateau is an optically-thick phase of almost constant luminosity characterized by the recombination of hydrogen, lasting an average of ∼ 84 d (see optically-thick phase duration (OPTd) in Anderson et al. 2014) . Patat et al. (1994) differentiated Type II-P and II-L SNe based on their decline rates in the B-band and classified Type II-P SNe as having β B 100 < 3.5 mag (100 d) −1 . However, recent sample studies of Anderson et al. (2014) , Sanders et al. (2015) and Valenti et al. (2016) have argued that the class of Type II-P and II-L SNe form a continuous distribution and do not belong to distinct classes. According to these authors, Type II-P and II-L SNe show a continual trend in decline rates and can be accredited to the differing hydrogen envelope mass (Faran et al. 2014a; Valenti et al. 2015; Singh et al. 2018) , which can be attributed to the higher mass-loss rate associated with the massive progenitors of Type II-L SNe in comparison with Type II-P SNe (Elias-Rosa et al. 2011 , and references therein).
Observational studies on metallicity of the host environment of CCSNe have helped in furnishing constraints on the progenitor properties (Prieto et al. 2008; Kuncarayakti et al. 2013a,b; Taddia et al. 2015; Anderson et al. 2016 , and references therein). The modeling of Type II SN atmospheres have shown a palpable dependence of metal-line strengths on the metallicity of the progenitor (Kasen & Woosley 2009; Dessart et al. 2013, hereafter KW09 and D13, respectively) . The temporal evolution of the photosphere during the plateau phase describes the composition of the progenitor and hence the metal lines can help constrain the metallicity of the progenitor (Dessart et al. 2014; Anderson et al. 2016, hereafter D14 and A16, respectively) . The increasing metallicity amidst the model progenitors (D13) of Type II SNe display stronger (large Equivalent-Width, EW) metal-line features at a given epoch.
An upper limit of 25 M has been predicted by hydrodynamical modeling of Red Supergiants (RSGs) to retain its hydrogen envelope and explode as Type II SNe (Heger et al. 2003; Bersten et al. 2011; Morozova et al. 2015) . The in-homogeneity in RSGs result from differences in initial masses, metallicity and mass-loss rates. Direct detection of progenitors in the nearby galaxies (distance ≤ 25 Mpc) have been possible in the recent past using the pre-explosion images obtained from the Hubble Space Telescope and other big telescopes (Van Dyk et al. 2019 , and references therein). The inferred masses of progenitors from direct detection lie in the range of ∼ 9 -17 M (Smartt 2009 ), which falls significantly short of the upper limit derived from modeling. This is termed as the RSG problem and has been explained as a result of 'failed SNe' which occurs in the higher end of the RSG mass range (Woosley & Heger 2012; Lovegrove & Woosley 2013; Horiuchi et al. 2014 ). Alternatively, pre-SN mass loss can also affect the estimates of progenitor mass due to anomalous dust correction (Walmswell & Eldridge 2012; Kochanek et al. 2012) . Davies & Beasor (2018) explains this as a result of uncertainties in the mass-luminosity relationship and small number statistics.
In the absence of direction detection, the progenitor properties of the SN can be inferred from the explosion properties such as explosion energy, 56 Ni mass etc. These estimates are dependent on the distance to the Distance modulus µ = 32.36 ± 0.18 mag 1
(1) This paper; (2) de Vaucouleurs et al. (1991) ; (3) Dimai (2016) SN. Type II SNe have shown promise as a standard candle for estimating distances to extra-galactic sources. Due to increased star-formation rate with higher redshifts (up to ∼ 2, Dickinson et al. 2003) , the abundance of Type II SNe at higher redshifts than Type Ia SNe make them an important diagnostic for estimating distance and potentially determining cosmological parameters. However, Type II SNe being fainter than Type Ia SNe argues against their importance at higher redshifts although the different systematics of using them as distance indicators makes them important. The most commonly used techniques are the Expanding Photosphere Method (Kirshner & Kwan 1974, EPM) , the Standard Candle Method (Hamuy & Pinto 2002, SCM) , the Photospheric Magnitude Method (Rodríguez et al. 2014, PMM) and Photometric Color Method (de Jaeger et al. 2015, PCM) . The EPM is a geometrical technique used to derive distances using the angular and the photospheric radii of the SN. The SCM is built on the observed correlation of the expansion velocity and the luminosity at an epoch during the plateau phase of a Type II SN. The PMM employs the precise knowledge of the explosion epoch, expansion velocity and the extinction corrected magnitudes whereas the PCM utilizes the correlation between luminosity, color and the late-plateau decline rate, to compute the distance to a Type II SN. The study of Type II SNe enables understanding the diversity among their progenitors and one such object is presented here. SN 2016gfy was discovered by Alessandro Dimai on 2016 September 13.10 UT in the galaxy NGC 2276 at an unfiltered apparent magnitude of ∼ 16.3 mag (Dimai 2016) . It lies 18 E and 20 N from the nucleus of the host. A spectrum obtained by the NOT Unbiased Transient Survey (NUTS) on 2016 September 15.25 UT, displayed a blue continuum with broad Balmer emission lines classifying it as a young Type II SN (Kuncarayakti et al. 2016) . Brief details on SN 2016gfy are given in Table 1 .
We present here detailed photometric and spectroscopic analysis of the Type II-P SN 2016gfy. The temporal evolution of the SN is studied in detail and its explosion parameters are determined. The properties of the host galaxy NGC 2276 are also studied and the progenitor parameters estimated. The properties of SN 2016gfy are compared with Type II SNe from the literature whose details are presented in Table 6 . The photometric and spectroscopic follow-up of SN 2016gfy with the Himalayan Faint Object Spectrograph Camera (HFOSC) mounted on the 2 m Himalayan Chandra Telescope (HCT), Indian Astronomical Observatory (IAO), Hanle, India began on 2016 September 13.74 (JD 2457645.24) , roughly ∼ 15 hrs from discovery. Broadband photometric monitoring was carried out in Bessell U BV RI at 42 epochs and the spectroscopic observations 1 were performed on 33 epochs using grisms Gr7 (3500-7800Å, R ∼ 500) and Gr8 (5200-9250Å, R ∼ 800).
Landolt field PG0231+051 (Landolt 1992 ) was observed on photometric nights of 2016 September 20, October 04 and December 05 for the photometric calibration of the SN field. Template subtraction was carried out due to significant contamination from the host galaxy, the details of which are given in Section A. The spectra from the two grisms were combined after scaling to a weighted mean using a common overlapping region in the vicinity of a flat continuum. A detailed description on the data reduction can be found in Kumar et al. (2018) ; Sahu et al. (2018) ; Singh et al. (2018) .
6.5 m Multiple Mirror Telescope
Medium-resolution spectra was obtained with the Bluechannel (BC) spectrograph mounted on the 6.5 m Multiple Mirror Telescope (MMT, Schmidt et al. 1989) using the 1200 line/mm grating centered at 6300Å. These spectra were reduced using standard techniques in PyRAF (Science Software Branch at STScI 2012), including bias subtraction, flat-fielding, wavelength calibration using arc lamps, and flux calibration using standard stars observed on the same nights at similar airmass. Observations were obtained with the slit aligned along the parallactic angle to minimize differential light losses (Filippenko 1982) .
2.3. SWIFT Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope SN 2016gfy was also observed with the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory (Gehrels et al. 2004) . Observations with the Ultra-Violet Optical Telescope (UVOT; Roming et al. 2005 ) began 2016 September 15 UT. Data reduction utilized the pipeline of the Swift Optical Ultraviolet Supernova Archive (SOUSA; Brown et al. 2014) including the revised Vega-system zero-points of Breeveld et al. (2011) . The underlying count rates from the host galaxy were measured from images obtained on 2018 March 19 and subtracted from the photometry.
HOST GALAXY -NGC 2276
The host galaxy of SN 2016gfy, NGC 2276 is a faceon starburst spiral galaxy interacting with the elliptical galaxy NGC 2300 (d ∼ 30 Mpc, Mould et al. 2000) . Ram-pressure and viscous stripping form the basis for its distorted morphology and the increased star formation rate (SFR) in the galaxy (Davis et al. 1997; Wolter et al. 2015; Tomičić et al. 2018 ). Measurements of X-ray gas on the disc of NGC 2276 have yielded a low metallicity (∼ 0.1 Z ) with no appreciable differences between the edges of the galaxy (towards or away from the interaction, Rasmussen et al. 2006 ).
Star formation rate from GALEX archival image
Flux-normalized and background-subtracted FUV intensity image of NGC 2276 was obtained from GALEX Catalog Search 2 and aperture photometry was performed with an elliptical aperture using the photutils python package (Bradley et al. 2017 ). The galaxy is surrounded by bright foreground stars and hence an aperture smaller than the isophotal diameter (at B = 25 mag arcsec −2 ) was used in computing the net flux from the galaxy. The flux obtained was converted into the AB magnitude system of Oke & Gunn (1983) using the zero point in Morrissey et al. (2007) . The correction for Galactic and internal extinction was applied assuming Fitzpatrick (1999) extinction law with the help of the York Extinction Solver (McCall 2004 ) to obtain the final FUV magnitude, m FUV ∼ 13.11 mag.
A star formation rate (SFR) of ∼ 8.5 M yr −1 is estimated for NGC 2276 using its FUV magnitude (Karachentsev & Kaisina 2013) . Using an H α flux of 6.3 × 10 −12 erg cm −2 s −1 (Davis et al. 1997) for NGC 2276 and the relation by Kennicutt (1998) , an SFR of ∼ 5.2 M yr −1 is determined. The SFR values obtained above are consistent with the values from the literature for NGC 2276 (Tomičić et al. 2018) .
The galaxy has been a host to five reported SNe (prior to SN 2016gfy), namely SN 1962Q (Iskudaryan & Shakhbazyan 1967 3 (Shakhbazyan 1968 ), SN 1968W (Iskudarian 1968) Figure 1 . Narrow band H α image of the host galaxy NGC 2276 obtained from Epinat et al. (2008) . The interacting galaxy NGC 2300 (Davis et al. 1997 ) is located SE of NGC 2276 at a projected distance of ∼ 70 kpc. The nucleus and the location of SN 2016gfy is marked along with the five reported SNe in the galaxy and their sub-types (if known). Iso-intensity contours are shown in black to reveal regions of enhanced H α emission in the galaxy. The H II region closest to the SN location is indicated. The size of the circular markers depict the average seeing (∼ 2 ) at the site of HCT. The slit orientation for the host environment spectrum (Section 3.3) is shown with a rectangular box. The image is shown in square-root intensity scale for clarity.
1993) and SN 2005dl
3 (Dimai et al. 2005) . Of the six SNe, four are confirmed Type II (including SN 2016gfy), while the other two are unclassified. Hence, 4 +2 −0 CCSNe have occurred in the last 57 years leading up to 2019, giving us an observed supernova rate (SNR) of 0.070
CCSNe yr −1 . The relation between SNR and SFR was estimated using the BPASS v2.2 catalogue (Eldridge et al. 2017; Stanway & Eldridge 2018 ) assuming the Chabrier initial mass function (Chabrier 2003) . A mean SNR of ∼ 0.009 CCSNe yr −1 is expected for an SFR of 1 M yr −1 for metallicities ranging from 0.1 (inferred from X-ray gas) to 0.8 (nuclear metallicity of NGC 2276) Z . This gives an SFR of ∼ 7.8 M yr −1 for NGC 2276 and is consistent with the photometric estimates of SFR.
Parent H II region
The observed H α luminosity in spiral galaxies trace the ionised regions produced by the radiation from massive OB stars (> 10 M ). Hence, the H α line emission can help indicate the parent population of CCSNe (Kennicutt 1984) . The H α map of NGC 2276 obtained from Epinat et al. (2008) is shown in Figure 1 . The nearest H II region lies ∼ 2 away from SN 2016gfy signifying probable association and shares the property of the region.
Host environment Spectroscopy
A Gr7 (3500-7800Å) spectrum of the parent H II region of SN 2016gfy along with nucleus of the host galaxy NGC 2276 was obtained on 2018 Oct 31 by orienting the HFOSC slit across the two locations as shown in Figure 1 . Calibrated one-dimensional spectra corresponding to both the regions are shown in Figure 2 To be able to use emission line diagnostics for determining the metallicity of the nucleus, other ionizing sources such as AGN contamination and shockexcitation must be ruled out (Taddia et al. 2015) .
is used henceforth. The line ratios from the nucleus obey the relation, O3 < 0.61 / ((N2 − 0.05) + 1.3) coined by Kauffmann et al. (2003) based on the BPT diagram (Baldwin et al. 1981) and confirms the star-forming nature of the nucleus without any significant AGN contamination.
The gas-phase oxygen abundances of these regions were computed from the N2 and the O3N2 indices using the relations from Pettini & Pagel (2004) . An oxygen abundance of 8.61 ± 0.18 (∼ 0.8 Z ) was estimated for the nucleus of NGC 2276 using the N2 diagnostic and a mean oxygen abundance of 8.50 ± 0.11 (∼ 0.6 Z ) was estimated for the parent H II region using the N2 and O3N2 diagnostics. The lower metallicity of the parent H II region in comparison to the nucleus is consistent with radially decreasing metallicity gradients seen in galaxies (Henry & Worthey 1999) . The abundance of the parent H II region indicates a sub-solar oxygen abundance adopting a solar abundance of 8.69 ± 0.05 (Asplund et al. 2009 ). The use of emission line ratios in these diagnostics minimizes the need for precise extinction correction and flux calibration.
A mean oxygen abundance of ∼8.49 was estimated by Anderson et al. (2016) for an unbiased sample of Type II SNe host H II regions. This indicates that the parent H II region of SN 2016gfy has an average oxygen abundance for the host of a Type II SN.
ESTIMATE OF TOTAL EXTINCTION AND DISTANCE
Extinction along the line-of-sight (LOS) of SN 2016gfy is composed of reddening from the dust in the Milky Way (MW) and the host galaxy NGC 2276. A Galactic reddening of E(B−V ) = 0.0865 ± 0.0018 mag is obtained from the dust-extinction map of Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) , which assumes the Fitzpatrick (1999) extinction law. To determine the strength of the Na I D feature, four early phase spectra (4-18 days from the date of explosion, c.f. Section 5.1) of SN 2016gfy were co-added. The equivalent width (EW) of Na I D as measured from the combined spectrum is 0.44 ± 0.08Å and gives an E(B − V ) = 0.06 ± 0.01 mag (Turatto et al. 2003) and 0.05 ± 0.01 mag (Poznanski et al. 2012) . Hence, a mean Galactic reddening of E(B − V ) = 0.07 ± 0.01 mag is adopted in the direction of SN 2016gfy.
A weak Na I D is also identified at the redshift of the host galaxy and is seen superimposed over the P- in Bessell U BV RI bands. The fit was performed using the relation in Cowen et al. (2010) and is shown with a solid line. 3σ confidence interval of the fits in different bands are shown in shaded colours.
Cygni profile from the SN (He I in the early phase and Na I D in the late phase). The composite spectra yields an Na I D EW of 0.89 ± 0.13Å which corresponds to an E(B − V ) = 0.13 ± 0.02 mag (Turatto et al. 2003) and 0.16 ± 0.07 mag (Poznanski et al. 2012) . Host galaxy reddening was further confirmed using the "colour method" proposed by Olivares et al. (2010) which postulates that the intrinsic (V − I) colour is constant for Type II-P SNe (i.e. (V − I) 0 = 0.656 mag) at the end of the plateau phase. Using the Galactic reddening corrected (V − I) colour prior to the end of the plateau phase (∼ 80.8 d) , an E(B − V ) host = 0.14 ± 0.11 mag was obtained assuming a total-to-selective extinction ratio, R V = 3.1. A mean reddening of E(B − V ) = 0.14 ± 0.05 mag is estimated for the host galaxy NGC 2276. These measurements were verified with the resolved Na I D in the medium-resolution spectrum obtained from MMT (see Figure 3 ).
The host extinction estimate was also verified using Balmer decrement (H α/H β ratio, Osterbrock 1989) . Using Equation 4 from Domínguez et al. (2013) which assumes Case B recombination (T ∼ 10 4 K and a large τ ), the emission line flux ratios from the spectrum of the parent H II region gives an E(B − V ) host ∼ 0.13 mag, confirming the estimate for the host reddening by other methods. A total reddening of E(B − V ) = 0.21 ± 0.05 mag is adopted for SN 2016gfy.
The distance to SN 2016gfy is estimated using various SCM techniques and is mentioned in Table 2 . A mean SCM distance of 29.64 ± 2.65 Mpc (µ = 32.36 ± 0.18) is inferred for the host galaxy NGC 2276. The redshift (z = 0.008062) of NGC 2276 obtained from Epinat et al. (2008) corresponds to a luminosity distance estimate of 33.1 Mpc, with H 0 = 73.52 km s −1 Mpc −1 , ω M = 0.286 and ω Λ = 0.714 (see Table 7 ) and is slightly higher in comparison with the SCM distance. The uncertainty inferred in measuring SCM distances is 6%-9% (Olivares et al. 2010) . It is to be noted that the SCM technique is sensitive to the progenitor mass and metallicity which directly influence the mass of the hydrogen envelope (KW09).
PHOTOMETRIC EVOLUTION 5.1. Epoch of explosion and Rise time
The first glimpse of light in Type II SNe is seen shortly after the shock breakout from the stellar surface (Colgate 1974; Falk & Arnett 1977) . The flux in the early phase is governed by the rapid cooling of the SN ejecta and its expansion. To investigate the rise time, the shock breakout formulation from Waxman et al. (2007) was used as it approximates the ejecta as a blackbody emitting at a fixed wavelength with a dependence on the SN radius, r ∝ (t − t 0 ) 0.8 and shock breakout temperature, T ∝ (t − t 0 ) 0.5 , where t 0 is the explosion epoch and (t − t 0 ) denotes the time since the explosion epoch. The time-dependent diffusion relation from Arnett (1982) was used to account for the expansion phase, which represents the SN photosphere as a constant temperature blackbody expanding with a constant velocity and has a (t − t 0 ) 2 dependence. Together, Arnett (1982) ( 1) where a 1 , a 2 and a 3 are free parameters. Trends in the past observational studies have obtained longer rise time for Type II-L SNe (possibly larger radii) than Type II-P SNe (Blinnikov & Bartunov 1993) as the photons take longer time to diffuse through the ejecta and is in coherence with the hydrodynamical simulations of Swartz et al. (1991) . However, the longer rise time seen in Type II-L SNe can also be due to a higher E/M ratio and not necessarily larger radii (Rabinak & Waxman 2011) .
The fits to the early time LC in U BV RI bands are shown in Figure 4 . A mean explosion epoch (t M ean 0 ) of JD 2457641.4 ± 0.9 is estimated for SN 2016gfy from the functional fit in U BV RI bands. The rise times inferred are mentioned in Table 3 and are intermediate to those of Type II-P (7.0 ± 0.3 d) and Type II-L (13.3 ± 0.6 d) SNe (Gall et al. 2015) . The increase in rise time with wavelength seen for SN 2016gfy is consistent with the inference of González-Gaitán et al. (2015) . For comparison, the rise times in U BV RI match the quintessential Type II-P SN 1999em in U BV (6, 8 and 10 d, Leonard et al. 2002b ), but are significantly faster when compared with the bright Type II-P SN 2004et in U BV RI (9, 10, 16, 21 and 25 d, Sahu et al. 2006) . Faster rise times in Type II SNe can be attributed to the presence of an immediate CSM (Moriya et al. 2017 Morozova et al. 2017; Forster et al. 2018 , see Figure 21 ).
Optical light curves
The U BV RI light curves of SN 2016gfy span ∼ 4-387 d from the date of explosion and are shown in the left panel of Figure 5 (1994). The late-plateau decline rates in U BV RI for SN 2016gfy are 2.94, 1.15, 0.12, -0.01 and -0.27 mag (100 d) −1 . The V -band decline rate for SN 2016gfy is much lower in comparison to the luminous Type II-P SNe like SN 2013ab (0.92, Bose et al. 2015a ), SN 2013ej (1.53, Bose et al. 2015b ) and ASASSN-14dq (0.96, Singh et al. 2018) , and is shown in Figure 6 .
Swift UVOT light curves
Swif t UVOT LCs shown in Figure 5 span the epochs ∼ 5-27 d from the date of explosion and show faster decline in bluer bands as is expected for a Type II SN (Brown et al. 2007; Pritchard et al. 2014) . The UV bands uvw2, uvm2 and uvw1 do not cover the peak as the observations were triggered more than 2 days from discovery (>5 days from explosion). The decline rates in uvw2, uvm2 and uvw1 are 0.21, 0.23 and 0.14 mag (d) −1 and are similar to the decline rates observed in other Type II SNe. The decline rate in uvm2 is higher than in uvw2, contrary to the general anti-correlation of decline rates with wavelength. The faster uvm2 decay results from the higher density of Fe II lines in the uvm2 band-pass which absorbs more effectively as the SN cools (see Figure 5 in Brown et al. 2007 ).
Bolometric light curve
The pseudo-bolometric light curve of SN 2016gfy was generated following the prescription in Singh et al. (2018) and integrating over the wavelength range 3100 -9200Å. A comparison of SN 2016gfy with other Type II SNe is shown in Figure 7 . The peak bolometric luminosity of SN 2016gfy is ∼ 1.8 × 10 42 erg s −1 . The bolometric luminosity declines at the rate of 1.00 and 0.06 dex (100 d) −1 , respectively during the early and late plateau phases, and 0.46 dex (100 d) −1 during the nebular phase. The late-plateau phase shows a moderate bump (increase in flux) which is seen mostly in low-luminosity Type II SNe (e.g. SN 2005cs, Pastorello et al. 2009 ). The behaviour of SN 2016gfy during the late-plateau phase is discussed in Section 8.2. The slow decline rate during the late-plateau phase is also a signature of low-mass progenitors in the modelled explosions of Sukhbold et al. (2016, hereafter S16) , indicating a low-mass progenitor of SN 2016gfy.
Colour Evolution
Evolution of intrinsic colour terms (U −B) 0 , (V −R) 0 , (uvw2 − uvw1) 0 and (uvw2 − v) 0 of SN 2016gfy in comparison with other Type II SNe is shown in Figure 8 . The (U − B) 0 evolution of SN 2016gfy doesn't follow other Type II SNe (except SN 2004et), however, (V −R) 0 evolution shows no such differences. The significantly bluer colour evolution in U − B during the plateau is indicative of lower line blanketing in the blue region, consequently implying lower metallicity of the progenitor (D14) similar to SN 2004et (Jerkstrand et al. 2012 ). Even with a clear observable difference in the V -band LC of SN 2013ab and SN 2016gfy (due to the presence of a late-plateau bump in SN 2016gfy), we see insignificant differences in their V − R colour evolution. The (uvw2 − uvw1) 0 and (uvw2 − v) 0 colours of SN 2016gfy also show a bluer evolution in comparison to other Type II SNe. Also, the former colour becomes flatter during the epoch in which signatures of ejecta-CSM interaction are seen in the spectra (see Section 8.1).
The Bessell colours of SN 2016gfy were converted to SDSS colours using the transformation equations from Jordi et al. (2006) for comparison with the sample of de Jaeger et al. (2018a, hereafter DJ18a) . During the lateplateau phase, DJ18a inferred that the redder Type II SNe display higher Hα velocities (∼ 70 d) and, steeper decline rates (s 2,V ). SN 2016gfy lies outside the 3σ dispersion of the latter correlation as seen in Figure 9 .
6. SPECTROSCOPIC EVOLUTION 6.1. Early phase (< 30 d) Figure 10 shows the early phase spectral evolution of SN 2016gfy. The first spectrum (∼ 4 d) shows narrow 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000 7500 8000 8500 9000 9500
Rest emission lines superposed over a blue continuum. However, the narrow features possibly owe their origin to the parent H II region as they do not cease to exist in the later epochs. No signatures of He II emission lines are seen in the very early spectra (< 5 d) of SN 2016gfy which results from a strong progenitor wind (Khazov et al. 2016 ). A boxy shape of H α is seen in the spectrum between ∼ 11-21 d (see discussion in Section 8.1) implying an interaction of the ejecta with the CSM (Andrews et al. 2010; Inserra et al. 2011; de Jaeger et al. 2018b) .
The spectrum of ∼ 11 d shows the emergence of PCygni Balmer features (H α, H β, H γ and H δ) along with He I λ5876 (which is a result of the high ejecta temperature) and the Ca II H&K doublet. The He I λ5876 feature fades away in the spectra beyond ∼ 18 d as the ejecta temperature drops with time. The signature of Fe II λ5169 is seen in the spectrum of ∼ 21 d and becomes prominent around ∼ 25 d, which also marks the emergence of Fe II λλ4924, 5018. The Ba II λ4554 blend is evident in the spectrum of ∼ 21 d. It is important to note here that the emission features of H α and H β are contaminated by narrow emission lines from the parent H II region throughout the evolution of the SN.
Plateau phase
The temporal evolution of Balmer features H α and H β is shown in Figure 11 . The P-Cygni absorption troughs of both the features show a distinct peculiar notch (referred as "Cachito" in Gutiérrez et al. 2017) starting ∼ 33 d. The solid line in the figure depicts the evolution of the normal velocity component (NC), which follows a power-law decline trend in velocities. However, the dashed line depicts a slow temporal evolution (1000 km s −1 decline in ∼ 80 d) of the "Cachito", which could either be Si II 6355Å or a high-velocity (HV) feature of hydrogen (Gutiérrez et al. 2017 ). The presence of a H β counterpart to the H α Cachito at a similar velocity (∼ 9500 km s −1 ) strengthens its presence as a HV feature of hydrogen.
Theoretical investigation in Chugai et al. (2007) argued that the enhanced excitation of the outer ejecta can result in a "Cachito" near H α, but they denied the presence of a H β "Cachito" due to its low optical depth. This is in contrast with 63% of the Type II SNe in the sample study of Gutiérrez et al. (2017) that displayed "Cachito" near both the balmer features. However, Chugai et al. (2007) also suggested that the "Cachito" can form behind the reverse shock, in the cold dense shell (CDS). This advocates that the HV features were produced from the interaction of the ejecta with the Red Supergiant (RSG) wind (see Section 8.1).
The Fe II λλλ4924, 5018, 5169 triplet strengthens as the photosphere of the SN traverses deep inside the ejecta. A weak imprint of Na I D from the SN appears in the spectrum of ∼ 39 d and becomes clearly discernible in the spectrum of ∼ 50 d as seen in Figure 12 
Nebular phase (> 115 d)
The nebular phase of a SN unmasks the progenitor structure as the outer ejecta becomes optically thin. The low-resolution spectra of SN 2016gfy from HCT during this phase are shown in Figure 13 and the medium-resolution spectra from MMT in Figure 14 The width of narrow H α from the parent H II region present in our medium-resolution spectra taken with MMT at ∼ 119, 175 and 253 d shows no indication of broadening and stays at the resolution of the instrument ∼ 2Å (see Figure 14) . This strengthens the proposition that the emission is purely from the host H II region and shows no definitive signature of CSM interaction during this phase in SN 2016gfy. Further, the broad H α feature in the spectrum of ∼ 253 d is symmetric and does not show any peculiarity. However, this does not indicate an absence of CSM (see Section8.1). Hamuy (2003) , in his study of 24 Type II-P SNe postulated a relation between the nebular-phase bolometric luminosity and the nickel mass synthesized in the explosion assuming that the γ-rays released in the radioactive decay completely thermalizes the SN ejecta. The mean tail luminosity, L t of SN 2016gfy computed over 4 epochs (∼ 199-241 In Section 5, a decline rate marginally higher (∼ 1.00 mag (100 d) −1 ) than the radioactive decay rate of 56 Co (i.e. 0.98 mag (100 d) −1 ) with complete γ-ray trapping, was determined from the V -band light curve of SN 2016gfy. To account for the γ-ray leakage, Equation 3 from (Yuan et al. 2016 ) was fit to the late phase light curve beyond 140 d, where t c is the characteristic timescale for the optical depth of γ-rays to become one. A 56 Ni mass of 0.031 ± 0.006 M and a t c of ∼ 486 d was obtained for SN 2016gfy. The high value of t c here is similar to that of SN 1987A (∼ 530 d) and signifies insignificant γ-ray leakage in SN 2016gfy.
Correlation with "Steepness parameter"
An empirical relation between the V -band decline rate during the transitional phase ("steepness parameter", S = -dM V /dt) and the ejected 56 Ni mass was reported 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000 7500 8000 8500 9000 9500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000 7500 8000 8500 9000 9500
Rest by Elmhamdi et al. (2003a) using 10 Type II SNe, which was later improved upon in Singh et al. (2018) using a sample of 39 Type II SNe. A steepness parameter of 0.121 was determined for SN 2016gfy using its V -band light curve, which yields a 56 Ni mass of 0.036 ± 0.004 M using the relation from Singh et al. (2018) .
The slightly higher 56 Ni mass estimate obtained using the steepness parameter in comparison with other techniques is an indication that the LC of SN 2016gfy exhibits a non-negligible degree of 56 Ni-mixing, which can decrease the steepness during the transition phase (Kozyreva et al. 2019 
Ejecta Velocity
Progenitors of CCSNe have an "onion-ring" structure of elements, whose spectral features show up at varied velocities in a SN as they originate at different heights (and time). The line velocities were inferred from the blue-shifted minima of the P-Cygni absorption profiles in the redshift corrected spectra. The velocity evolution of H α, H β, H γ, He I λ5876, Fe II λλλ 4924, 5018, 5169 is shown in Figure 15 . The Balmer lines show faster velocities as their integrated extent of line formation has a higher radii than the radius of the photosphere (optical depth ∼ 2/3, Leonard et al. 2002b) . During the plateau phase, the velocities computed from the Fe II acts as a good proxy for the photospheric velocity (Dessart & Hillier 2005 Figure 15 . Line velocity evolution of spectral features in SN 2016gfy: H α, H β, H γ, He I 5876Å and the Fe II triplet. The velocities were determined from the blue-shifted absorption minima of the P-Cygni profile.
The line velocity in Type II SNe is known to decrease as a power law (Hamuy et al. 2001) . A power law fit returned exponents of -0.291 ± 0.010 and -0.641 ± 0.018 for the H α and Fe II λ5169 features in SN 2016gfy, respectively. The comparison of line velocity evolution of SN 2016gfy with other Type II SNe along with the power law fits is shown in Figure 16 . The H α velocity evolution matches the bright Type II SN 2013ej (Bose et al. 2015b ) and stays faster compared to other Type II SNe. The Fe II λ5169 evolution is similar to the average value derived from samples of Type II-P SNe (-0.581 ± 0.034) in Faran et al. (2014b) and Type II SNe (-0.55 ± 0.20) in de Jaeger et al. (2015) . In the case of SN 2016gfy, the velocities measured during the mid-plateau phase (∼ 50 d) are ∼ 7900 km s −1 and ∼ 4150 km s −1 for H α and Fe II λ5169, respectively. This is faster than the mean values of ∼ 6500 km s −1 and ∼ 3500 km s −1 inferred for Type II SNe from the sample of Gutiérrez et al. (2017) .
Temperature and Radius Evolution
The evolution of the observed color temperature (T c ) of SN 2016gfy is estimated with a blackbody fit to Spectral Energy Distribution (SED) constructed using the extinction corrected U BV RI fluxes and is shown in Figure 17 . The radius is estimated from the Stefan-Boltzmann law for a spherical blackbody, i.e. R = (L/4πσT 4 ) 0.5 . The temperature drops swiftly in the first 40 days and is ascribable to the rapid cooling of the expanding envelope. Also plotted is the radius of the line-forming region estimated from the velocity evolution of the Fe II λ5169 feature. This radius is sim- 
Progenitor properties
To understand the relation of the observable parameters to the progenitor properties, Litvinova & Nadezhin (1985, hereafter LN85) performed hydrodynamical modeling on a grid of Type II SNe. Using their empirical relations with a plateau length, t p = 90 ± 5 d, midplateau photospheric velocity, v ph = 4272 ± 53 km s erg) and an ejecta mass of 13.2 ± 1.2 M is inferred for SN 2016gfy. Approximate physical properties of Type II SNe and the progenitor parameters can also be obtained from the semi-analytical formulation of Nagy et al. (2014) . Their revised two-component framework (Nagy & Vinkó 2016 , hereafter N16) comprising of a dense inner core with an extended massive outer envelope was used to model the light curve of SN 2016gfy. The late-plateau bump in SN 2016gfy was not reproduced by the two-component fit (see Figure 7) . However, the early-plateau phase, transition phase and the nebular phase were reproduced well. A radius of ∼ 350 R , an ejecta mass of 11.5 M and an explosion energy of 1.4 foe were estimated for SN 2016gfy from the best fit.
Using the characteristic time-scale t c , estimated in Section 7.1.3, a uniform density profile, γ-ray opacity of 0.033 cm 2 g −1 and a kinetic energy of 0.9 foe (from LN85) for the ejecta, an ejecta mass of ∼ 13.0 M is inferred for SN 2016gfy utilizing the diffusion equation from Terreran et al. (2016, Eqn. 3) .
The mass of the progenitor was also constrained using the nebular phase spectra (> 150 d) as the SN ejecta becomes transparent, revealing the dense inner core. The intensities of prominent emission lines during this phase help constrain the elemental abundances and hence indicate the ZAMS mass of the progenitor (Jerkstrand et al. 2014 , hereafter J14). The [Ca II]/[O I] flux ratio in the late nebular phase (> 200 d) remains constant because the mass of calcium produced in the explosion is insensitive to the progenitor mass whereas the oxygen mass depends on it (Fransson & Chevalier 1989 Also, the strength of the [O I] λλ6300, 6364 emission feature in the nebular phase is relatively insensitive to the explosive nucleosynthesis in a SN and exhibits the progenitor's oxygen abundance, which tightly correlates with the M ZAMS of the progenitor (Woosley & Weaver 1995) . In order to perform an accurate comparison, the modelled spectra from J14 were scaled to the estimated distance (see Section B) and the amount of 56 Ni synthesized (see Section 7.1) for SN 2016gfy. The spectra were also corrected for differences in γ-ray leakage across the models and our spectrum using the following equation:
where, t c is the characteristic time-scale (see Section 7.1.3), F decay is the flux from the radioactive decay and F obs is the observed flux. However, phase correction was not applied as the observed and the synthetic spectrum were just separated by ∼ 4 d. The modelled nebular spectra from J14 for progenitors of masses 12, 15, 19 and 25 M are compared with the ∼ 216 d spectrum of SN 2016gfy in Figure 18 . The [O I] doublet of SN 2016gfy matches closely to the J14 model of 15 M and is backed by the findings of S16, who showed that models with a M ZAMS below 12.5 M are inefficient at producing oxygen.
The net amount of oxygen varies from 0.2-5 M for CCSNe progenitors in the mass range of 10-30 M (Woosley & Heger 2007) . During the late nebular phase (>200 d), the luminosity of the [O I] doublet is powered by γ-ray deposition in the oxygen content of the SN, and hence correlates with the oxygen mass (Elmhamdi et al. 2003b (Chugai 1994) , an oxygen mass of 0.8-1.0 M is inferred for SN 2016gfy, assuming similarity with SN 1987A in the efficiency of energy deposition and the excited mass. Morozova et al. (2016) modelled the early phase light curves of Type II SNe using the SuperNova Explosion Code (SNEC, Morozova et al. 2015) and showed that the rise-time depends on the progenitor radii. Using their relation between the progenitor radius at the time of explosion and the V -band rise time (instead of gband in their work) of 9.07 ± 0.36 d, a progenitor radius of 733 ± 36 R is estimated for SN 2016gfy. However, due to the effect of CSM on the early LC (and the rise time) of SN 2016gfy, the above technique may not truly reflect the progenitor radius. The progenitor parameters estimated for SN 2016gfy using various techniques are summarized in Table 4 .
The effect of progenitor metallicity on the spectra of Type II SNe was first indicated in the theoretical modeling of SN atmospheres (D14). This conjecture was further strengthened in the study of A16, who provided observational evidence for the correlation between the metallicity of the host H II region and the pseudo-Equivalent Widths (pEW) of metal lines during the photospheric phase (plateau) of Type II SNe. The pEW was measured from a Gaussian fit after defining a pseudo-continuum on the either side of the absorption feature. In order to determine the progenitor metallicity of SN 2016gfy, the pEW of Fe II λ5169 feature was measured in the plateau phase and was compared with the 15 M progenitor models (D13) of different metallicities (0.1, 0.4, 1.0, 2.0 Z ) in Figure 19 .
The estimated pEW for SN 2016gfy lies between the 0.1 and 0.4 Z models of D13 and is consistent with the weak presence of [Ca II] λλ7291, 7324 during the plateau phase, indicating a low progenitor metallicity. This can also possibly explain the disappearance of Ca II NIR triplet in the nebular spectra due to its low abundance in the progenitor. This result is in coherence with the subsolar oxygen abundance estimated for the parent H II region in Section 3.3. It should be noted here that the mixing-length (mlt) parameter in the theoretical models could significantly alter the pEWs of metal lines as a result of differences in the progenitor radii along with the fact that D13 models are not tailored for the progenitor of SN 2016gfy.
8. DISCUSSION 8.1. Early phase CSM-ejecta interaction The boxy emission profile of H α seen in the spectra of SN 2016gfy during ∼ 11-21 d is an indication of interaction between the fast-moving SN shock and the slow-moving shell-shaped CSM (Chevalier & Fransson 1994; Morozova et al. 2017) . Figure 20 shows the evolution of the boxy features in SN 2016gfy in the top panel, with a comparison to other Type II SNe that show similar features in the middle panel and those that don't in the bottom panel. Narrow Balmer emission lines are also seen in case of an interaction with a massive CSM shell (Nakaoka et al. 2018) . However, the contamination from narrow features of the parent H II region in the spectra of SN 2016gfy makes it difficult to isolate such signatures. The boxy profile is not seen in the spectrum of ∼ 5 d and fades away past the spectrum of ∼ 25 d in the case of SN 2016gfy, giving an estimated length of interaction with the CSM as 17 ± 3 d (epoch of interaction ∼ 8-25 d). Using an ejecta velocity of ∼ 13,000 km s −1 on day 8 (see Figure 15) , the inner radius of the CSM is estimated as ∼ 60 AU. The duration of interaction coupled with the average H α velocity during the period (∼ 10,000 km s −1 ) gives a thickness of 110 AU for the CSM shell. Assuming a wind velocity of 10 km s −1 (Smith 2014 , for an RSG,), the progenitor of SN 2016gfy experienced an episode of enhanced mass-loss 30-80 years preceding the explosion.
The interaction of the ejecta with the slowly moving CSM is seen in the spectra of SN 2016gfy beyond ∼ 25 d in the form of HV features of H α and H β which evolve slowly throughout the spectra (9500 -8500 km s −1 in a period of ∼ 80 d). This is similar to the case of SN 2013ej where weak CSM interaction was inferred in the early phase (Bose et al. 2015b; Das & Ray 2017 (Inserra et al. 2011 ) also signify CSM interaction. However, no such features are seen in the late-phase spectra of SN 2016gfy, possibly due to the absence of CSM at that distance and/or low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the spectra.
As presented in previous studies, not only SN spectra but also early LCs are likely affected by the dense CSM (e.g., Moriya et al. 2017 Moriya et al. , 2018 Morozova et al. 2017; Forster et al. 2018) . This interaction converts the kinetic energy of the ejecta upon collision with the nearby CSM into radiative energy and boosts up the early phase luminosity of SN 2016gfy. It was shown in the previous section that the early bolometric LC of SN 2016gfy has the "shell" component which likely originates from the CSM interaction (N16). To estimate the amount of the dense CSM required to explain the early LC bump, numerical LC modeling of the interaction between the SN ejecta and the dense CSM was performed. The method adopted is similar to Moriya et al. (2018) and we refer the reader to their study for the complete details of the numerical modeling.
Briefly, the radiation hydrodynamics code STELLA (Blinnikov et al. 1998 (Blinnikov et al. , 2000 (Blinnikov et al. , 2006 is used. The progenitor model of 10 M at ZAMS and solar metallicity from S16 is used (see Figure 21) . The mass cut is set at 1.4 M and the explosion is triggered by putting thermal energy just above the mass cut. The explosion energy is 10 51 erg and the 56 Ni mass is 0.055 M in the given model. A dense CSM with a mass-loss rate of 10 −3 M yr −1 and the terminal wind velocity of 10 km s −1 is put taking wind acceleration into account with the wind acceleration parameter, β = 2.5 in determining the CSM density structure (Moriya et al. 2017) . High-mass loss rate here can be explained by wave-driven mass loss (Quataert & Shiode 2012) . The dense CSM is extended to 10 15 cm (∼ 70 AU) with a total mass of 0.15 M . These CSM parameters are often found in Type II SNe (Forster et al. 2018) .
A late-plateau bump (besides the early bump) is prominently seen in the V RI LCs of SN 2016gfy, which could emerge from an extended interaction with the CSM. This interaction may result in the presence of narrow Balmer features, the signature of which is not seen in our spectral sequence during this phase. However, the narrow lines from the interaction can be enveloped by the SN photosphere as in the case of PTF11iqb (Smith et al. 2015 ) and iPTF14hls (Andrews & Smith 2018 ). This scenario cannot be ruled out for SN 2016gfy due to the lack of very late-phase data, in which the photosphere would have receded enough to reveal the hidden CSM-ejecta interaction region. Hence, CSM interaction is a plausible source of luminosity during this phase. Nakar et al. (2016) explored the effect of 56 Ni-mixing in the ejecta of Type II SNe and showed that such mixing can alter the plateau duration and/or the decline rate. We therefore, explore 56 Ni-mixing as an alternate mechanism to explain the late-plateau bump.
Case of Ni-Mixing in the Late-Plateau?
Radioactivity does not extensively alter the plateau phase luminosity due to the long diffusion time in comparison with the recombination time (KW09). This is however untrue for Type II-P/L SNe that have a progenitor smaller (in radius) than an RSG (e.g. Blue Super Giant in case of SN 1987A) or synthesize large amount of 56 Ni (>0.1 M ). However, the plateau is lengthened in proportion to the 56 Ni synthesized as the energy from the radioactive decay keeps the ejecta gas ionised longer (S16). SN 2016gfy shows a bump in the late-plateau phase (∼ 50-95 d, see Figure 5 ) which is not seen in a majority of bright Type II SNe (< -17.0 mag).
Light curves of Type II SNe past the photospheric phase show a significant drop to the radioactive tail. The contribution from the cooling envelope becomes negligible relative to the radioactive decay chain ( 56 Ni → 56 Co → 56 Fe) past the luminosity drop at the end of the transition phase, t N i . The fleeting deposition of energy into the ejecta as a result of the 56 Ni decay (Nakar et al. 2016 ) is given by:
where t is the time since the explosion in days and M N i is the mass of 56 Ni synthesized. To study the effect of 56 Ni on the early phase LC, Nakar et al. (2016) defined the observable η N i to disentangle the fraction of bolometric luminosity contributed by Q N i (t) from the contribution due to the cooling envelope. The observable is defined as:
where L bol (t) is the bolometric luminosity at time t. An η Ni of 0.60 is obtained for SN 2016gfy which translates to a ∼ 38% contribution by 56 Ni decay to the time-weighted bolometric luminosity during the plateau phase. The η N i values inferred for the sample of Type II SNe in Nakar et al. (2016) lie within the range 0.09 -0.71 (except for SN 2009ib) and indicates a non-negligible contribution in the photospheric phase from the decay of 56 Ni. 56 Ni can either extend the plateau duration (without any change in the decline rate) and/or cause flattening of the plateau phase (lower the decline rate). A centrally concentrated 56 Ni is likely to lengthen the plateau because 56 Ni does not diffuse out until the end of the plateau phase (see Figure 4 in Kozyreva et al. 2019) . If 56 Ni is uniformly mixed in the envelope, it increases the luminosity during the plateau phase (and flattens it) as 56 Ni diffuses out earlier in comparison with a centrally concentrated 56 Ni. The phase during which 56 Ni starts affecting the LC is dependent on the degree of 56 Ni mixing in the envelope (Kozyreva et al. 2019) .
The effect of 56 Ni on the plateau phase is more pronounced in the case of higher 56 Ni mass and lower explosion energy (Kozyreva et al. 2019) . The case of an extremely long plateau in SN 2009ib (Takáts et al. 2015) is partially due to the former reasons but could only be explained with complete mixing of 56 Ni in the envelope as it results in a smoother plateau evolution. No observable transition (due to the dominance of 56 Ni) in the plateau phase is seen in such cases regardless of the value of η Ni .
At the intermediate value of η N i (=0.60) inferred for SN 2016gfy, the emission from the cooling envelope and the 56 Ni decay becomes comparable during the lateplateau phase. Unlike the case of SN 2009ib, the slight bump noticed in SN 2016gfy could only be a result of centrally concentrated or partially mixed 56 Ni. As the bump is evident only past ∼ 50 d, the theoretical light curves in Kozyreva et al. (2019) 
point towards a
56 Nimixing with one-third of the ejecta. Nakar et al. (2016) defined two other dimensionless variables to quantify the effect of 56 Ni, given as:
where L 25 and L e are the observed and hypothetical bolometric luminosity (when no 56 Ni is synthesized in the explosion) on day 25, respectively. The quantities 2.5 log 10 Λ and 2.5 log 10 Λ e are indicators of plateau decline rates in units of mag (50 d) −1 , with and without the effect of 56 Ni, respectively. A difference (Λ -Lambda e ) of ∼ 0.5 is estimated for SN 2016gfy which translates to a change in slope of ∼ 1 mag (100 d)
due to the effect of 56 Ni during the plateau phase. This explains the bump in the late-plateau phase of the bolometric light curve wherein a decline is mostly seen.
This effect is similar to the transition from s 1 to s 2 seen in most Type II SNe (Anderson et al. 2014 ) but the degree of flattening varies across the sample. Brighter Type II SNe (Mv > -17.0 mag) tend to have higher inherent luminosity (and explosion energy) and hence the effect of 56 Ni during the plateau is minimized, leading to steeper decline rates. However, the presence of this effect in SN 2016gfy (M V ∼ -17.1 mag), signifies a lower explosion energy.
Is SN 2016gfy a typical Type II SN?
The first observed spectrum of SN 2016gfy is compared with the first week spectra of Type II SNe from the literature in the top panel of Figure 22 . SN 2016gfy shows a blue featureless continuum at this epoch, similar to the spectrum of SN 2016esw. However, this is 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000 9000
Log F + Const. (Inserra et al. 2011); 2012aw (Bose et al. 2013 2012ec (Barbarino et al. 2015 ; 2013ej (Bose et al. 2015b); 2016esw (de Jaeger et al. 2018b .
in contrast to other Type II SNe that show P-Cygni Balmer features along with He II λ5876. The bottom panel in Figure 22 shows comparison during the steeper part of the plateau phase. Here, the overall spectrum of SN 2016gfy resembles the spectra of other Type II SNe, with noticeable differences only in the metal line strengths. This can be attributed to the lower metallicity of the progenitor (See Section 7.4) in comparison to other Type II SNe. The top panel in Figure 23 shows the comparison during the late-plateau phase. The lack of richness in the metal features in the spectra of SN 2016gfy coupled with their weakness is clearly evident. Hence, the inference of metal-poor progenitor of SN 2016gfy is strengthened as the SN spectra traces the progenitor metallicity during the photospheric phase (A16). The comparison during the nebular phase is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 23 . Log F + Const.
Nebular Phase (Bose et al. 2013); 2013ej (Bose et al. 2015b ).
absorption associated with the H α is almost negligible in comparison with other Type II SNe indicating that SN 2016gfy entered the nebular phase earlier, possibly due to a low-mass progenitor. SN 2016gfy adds to the sample of Type II SNe in low-metallicity environments (Polshaw et al. 2016; Singh et al. 2018; Gutiérrez et al. 2018; Meza et al. 2018 ) which were earlier considered scarce. To picture SN 2016gfy in the parameter space of well-studied Type II SNe from the literature (Hamuy 2003; Spiro et al. 2014; Valenti et al. 2015; Singh et al. 2018) , the absolute V -band magnitude during the mid-plateau is compared with the mass of 56 Ni synthesized in Figure 24 . SN 2016gfy lies within the 3σ dispersion of the fit shown and indicates no peculiarity w.r.t. these parameters.
The plateau decline rates, s 1 and s 2 (Anderson et al. 2014) in U BV RI were determined by a linear piece-wise fit to the LCs until the end of the plateau phase (∼ 90 d).
When the estimated decline rates of SN 2016gfy are compared versus the extensive sample of Type II SNe from Anderson et al. (2014) in Figure 25 , SN 2016gfy clearly stands outside the 3σ dispersion of the fit and shows ex- V vs LogMNi, a correlation inferred by Hamuy (2003) for Type II SNe. The data is adopted from Hamuy (2003) , Spiro et al. (2014) , Valenti et al. (2015) and Singh et al. (2018) . The fits to the collective sample are shown with a dotted line. The 1σ and 3σ confidence intervals of the fit are shaded in dark −grey and light−grey, respectively. However, if the change in slope of ∼ 1 mag (100 d) −1 due to the effect of 56 Ni is taken into account, SN 2016gfy (shown as a grey circle) lies directly on the expected correlation from the fits. It appears that the diversity of decline rates seen in Type II SNe is not only due to the range of envelope masses seen for progenitors of different masses but also due to varied amounts of 56 Ni synthesized and its degree of mixing. The effects of 56 Ni-mixing and the weak metal features in the spectra of SN 2016gfy indicate a metallicity at the lower end of the population of Type II SNe, making SN 2016gfy atypical and an interesting object to study.
9. SUMMARY In this article, we presented the photometric and spectroscopic analysis of the slow-declining Type II SN 2016gfy. The properties of SN 2016gfy are outlined below:
• SN 2016gfy is a luminous Type II SN with a peak V -band absolute magnitude of -17.06 ± 0.24 mag.
• It is a slow-declining Type II SN (s 1 = 0.94 mag (100 d) −1 and s 2 = 0.12 mag (100 d) −1 ) in comparison to the extensive sample of Type II SNe in Anderson et al. (2014) .
• The host galaxy NGC 2276 is a starburst with an SFR ∼ 8.5 M yr −1 . The spectrum of the parent H II region yielded an oxygen abundance of 12 + log(O/H) = 8.50 ± 0.11, indicating an average metallicity for its progenitor in comparison to the sample of Type II SNe (Anderson et al. 2016 ).
• The progenitor of SN 2016gfy belongs to the class of RSGs with a radius in the range ∼ 350-700 R .
The progenitor has a mass in the range of 12-15 M and an explosion energy in the range of 0.9-1.4× 10 51 erg.
• A boxy emission profile of Hα is seen in the spectra obtained during ∼ 11-21 d indicating a CSMejecta interaction. This CSM, in the immediate vicinity of the SN could be a result of the mass-loss episode 30-80 yrs before the explosion. Numerical modeling of SN 2016gfy suggests the presence of 0.15 M CSM spread to a radius of ∼ 70 AU around the progenitor.
• The late-plateau phase (∼ 50-95 d) in SN 2016gfy shows a bump which is explained as a result of interaction with the CSM and/or partial mixing of 56 Ni in the SN ejecta.
• The spectral evolution of SN 2016gfy features metal-poor spectra compared to other Type II SNe and the theoretical models of Dessart et al. (2013) , signifying a low-metallicity of the progenitor and is consistent with the low-metallicity of the parent H II region.
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APPENDIX
A. TEMPLATE SUBTRACTION Since SN 2016gfy exploded in the bright spiral arm of the host galaxy, there is a significant contribution from the host environment in its optical photometry. Template images of NGC 2276 were obtained in a good seeing condition (≤ 2 ) from the 2 m HCT (Himalayan Chandra Telescope) on 2018 February 13, almost 1.5 years from the date of explosion when the SN had diminished enough to allow for the the imaging of the bright galaxy background. The templates were aligned to the object frame, PSF-matched, background-subtracted and scaled in order to subtract the host galaxy contribution in the photometric frames of the SN 2016gfy.
B. DISTANCE ESTIMATION USING SCM Type Ia SNe have been studied up to a redshift of ∼ 1.7 (Rubin et al. 2013 ). To allow the study beyond the above redshift, wherein Type II SNe are in abundance due to their shorter lifetimes and hence becomes an entrancing choice even though they are fainter. The "Standard Candle Method" (SCM, Hamuy & Pinto 2002) , helps estimate distance using the correlation of bolometric luminosity with the expansion velocity of the ejecta during the plateau phase. The latest value of the Hubble constant determined by SNe Ia, i.e. H 0 = 73.52 ± 1.62 km s −1 Mpc −1 (Riess et al. 2018 ) is used here to compute the distances. The implementation of these techniques is discussed in the following subsections.
B.1. Apparent light curve fits
The apparent BV RI light curves of SN 2016gfy were fit using an analytic function (Olivares et al. 2010) comprising of three components (see Equation B1 ). Nelder-Mead optimization was employed to minimize the χ 2 of the fit. The interpolated magnitudes from the fit were extracted at a step size of 1 d until 250 d and the 3σ deviation of the fit were adopted as errors. The quantities inferred from the fit are compiled in Table 5 . The parameter t P T derived here can be used as an alternative to the date of explosion to define the epoch for calculating observables for the SCM.
Fermi-Dirac term
B.2. Expansion velocities
Photospheric velocities measured from the minimum of the of Fe II λ5169 absorption are accurate up to of 5%-10% (Dessart & Hillier 2005 ). An alternative is to use the H β feature which has a higher SNR and which correlates as v F e II = (0.82 ± 0.05) v Hβ during the plateau phase (Poznanski et al. 2010; Takáts & Vinkó 2012) . A power law (v(t) = α × (t − A) β ) is fit to the Fe II λ5169 velocity curve during the plateau phase (until the time of inflection, ∼ 110 d) where α, A, β have no direct physical interpretations. The variance-weighted least squares minimization (WLS) fit is shown in an inset in Figure 15 and helped extract expansion velocities from 20 -110 d at an interval of 1 d without the need for extrapolation. The errors computed are the 3σ deviations of the fit. 
B.3. Colour evolution fits
The Galactic extinction corrected colours U − B, B − V , V − R and V − I were fitted with a Legendre polynomial until 150 d from the date of the explosion, some of which are shown in Figure 8 (2010)(hereafter H04, N06, P09 and O10, respectively) using different samples of Type II SNe and using distinct epochs as reference for computing the correlated quantities.
• Hamuy (2004): H04 investigated the SCM technique with a sample of 24 Type II SNe and found that SCM has a precision of 15%. H04 used a reference epoch of 50 days from the date of explosion to measure the SN observables required for SCM and estimated the distances using the Equation B2.
• Nugent et al. (2006): N06 utilized the (V − I) colour during the mid-plateau phase (∼ 50 d) to perform reddening correction using the extinction law from Cardelli et al. (1989) . They adopted an un-reddened V − I colour of 0.53 mag for Type II SNe and used an H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 for computing the distances using Equation B3.
• Poznanski et al. (2009) : P09 remodeled the relation from N06 with a sample of 34 Type II SNe with the most tangible assumption that not all the SNe must follow the same extinction law as Cardelli et al. (1989) . The value of β used here differs from the value in P09 because of the different value of H 0 adopted here instead of H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 in P09. P09 computed the distances using the Equation B4.
• Olivares et al. (2010) : The refined SCM method by O10 makes use of the expansion velocities, magnitudes and colour terms estimated 30 d before the middle of the transition phase and was calibrated using a sample of 37 Type II SNe. The calibrated relation for BV I bands is given in Equation B5. 
where m λ is the apparent magnitude, A λ is the extinction, v F e II is in km s −1 , D λ is in Mpc, and α, β and γ are dimensionless constants mentioned in Table 2 . References: (1) Hamuy & Suntzeff (1990) ; (2) (1) This paper; (2) Mould et al. (2000) ; (3) Schoniger & Sofue (1994) 
